
  The Kikuichi Company has a long and distinguished 
history. Although we have been producing superior cutlery 
for more than a hundred years, the origins of our company 
lie still further back in time. Some seven hundred years ago 
the Emperor Gotoba authorized our family ancestor, Shiro 
Kanenaga, to be one of his swordsmiths. For the next sever-
al hundred years our family manufactured samurai swords 
that bore the emperor’s chrysanthemum symbol or 
Kiku-no-mon as a mark of their excellence. Today Shiro 
Kanenaga’s original swords are considered national 
treasures in Japan and are on display at Seikado Museum in 
Tokyo.
   When the Meiji Revolution brought an end to the samurai 
era in 1868, our company re-invented itself as a maker of 
cutlery. As the fourth-generation owner of this cutlery 
company, I am happy to say that the tradition of sword 
-making begun so long ago is something that the Kikuichi 
Company is proud to carry on in the high standard of crafts-
manship we apply to the knives and scissors we produce 
today. In fact, the legacy of Shiro Kanenaga, our illustrious 
ancestor, is represented in our company’s full name: 
“Kikuichi-Monju-Shiro-Kanenaga.” Kikuichi means “first 
chrysanthemum,” and Monju the Buddha that Shiro 
Kanenaga worshipped in his Hometown of Nara.
  Unlike ordinary stainless steel 
knives and scissors, the sharp-
ness of our high-quality, hand-
crafted products is easily main-
tained. We offer a selection of 
over one hundred knives and 
scissors for both private and 
professional use.

Ikuyo Yanagisawa, President
Kikuichi Monju Shiro Kanenaga

750-year
Family Tradition

of
 Fine Craftsmanship

〒630-8211 488 Zoshi-cho, Nara
TEL 0742-26-2211　FAX 0742-22-0261

www.kikuichi.com
www.kikuichihamono.com
facebook.com/kikuichicutlery

tripadvisor.com/Kikuichi_Monju_Shiro_Kanenaga
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5% OFF
Show this brochure at cashier 
and you will get 5% discount off 
regular price. Valid for the pur-
chase of cutlery.

　We engrave your name on the blade of your 
knife purchased at our store. Free of charge.
*Certain knives cannot be engraved due to 
exceeding hardness.

Free Engraving

V10 Special
Santoku (all-purpose)
knife

 We conduct a blacksmith factory tour a few 
times a year. Join the tour and observe with your 
own eyes how a bar of carbon steel is turned into 
a knife blade.
 *Tour fees apply.

Visit to Blacksmith Factory 
　Purchase over 5,401 yen is eligible for tax 
exemption. Show your passport at cashier and 
you will be exempt from sales tax (8%).
 *Person who has stayed in Japan over six 
months is not eligible for the exemption.

Sales Tax Exemption

  We offer a free knife sharpening lesson 
in our store. Ask us for more information.

Free Sharpening Lesson

Nationwide Shipping
　We ship your knives to anywhere in Japan. 
KURONEKO shipping rates apply. Purchase 
over 5,000 yen is eligible for free shipping.
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■We carry a wide variety 
of knives for both home 
chefs and professionals. 
Here are only a few 
examples of our popular 
products in our inventory.

Stainless Warikomi
Sujihiki slicing 
knife

Stainless
Molybdenum 
chef’s knife

Special

Discount


